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Abstract—As human-machine communication systems, such
as Siri and Google Now, become more ubiquitous, the more
frequently these technologies are observed and become necessary
at the network edge or away from a centralised knowledge
base (KB). Such systems might be particularly useful in disaster
and coalition response situations. The availability of agents
equipped with the ability to understand human input, maintain a
conceptual model of the ‘world’, and report relevant knowledge
in a machine and human-readable format when necessary is
essential in these situations so that functionality can continue
to be provided even without a network connection. We present
CENode; a system comprising a KB capable of modelling entities
and their relationships, and an agent that enables humans and
other agents to update and query this KB directly using ITA
CE (Controlled English). CENode instances are capable of being
deployed in a variety of settings, such as within web applications
and as standalone apps running on handheld devices or servers.
We show how policies, written in CE, govern aspects of CENode
behaviour in determining under what circumstances a node
instance communicates with the agent of another node. The
paper highlights examples of its use when deployed in coalition
scenarios.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The CE Store [1] provides a processing environment for
ITA Controlled English (CE), including domain modelling,
inference, and natural language (NL) to CE interpretation.
The CEStore, implemented in Java, is based on a client-server
architecture where CE processing is performed on the server
side, and clients access the capabilities of the environment via
a rich set of application programming interfaces (APIs).
In this paper we introduce CENode1 , a lightweight CE
processing environment implemented in JavaScript so as to
be easily deployable in a variety of contexts, including web
browsers, mobile apps, and servers2 . CENode is lightweight
in the sense that it does not aim to be a fully-fledged CE
engine — for example offering only limited inference and NL
processing — and requires relatively little network bandwidth
to download and operate. Once loaded, a CENode instance can
function independently without any network connection, maintaining a local KB and communicating with other CENode
instances only when connectivity is available, via the CE Card
conversational protocol [2] and blackboard mechanism. This
makes it well-suited to deployments at the network edge, and
in coalition settings where a centralised client-server model is
not the most appropriate configuration.
1 http://cenode.io
2 For

example, via Node.js: https://nodejs.org

II. K EY F EATURES AND B ENEFITS
CENode instances can either be run independently or as part
of a multi-node system. In a multi-node system, at least one
of the nodes needs to be run as a service (e.g., via Node.js).
All CENode instances in a multi-node system are, by default,
equal in terms of functionality and behaviour. This is the case
even if each node is deployed in a different way (e.g., some
nodes may be running as a service, some as a web application,
and some as a programmatic JavaScript application). Providing
information to (and retrieving information from) a node is
always done via CE. Using CE as the only means of communication enables support for distributed systems including
humans, CENode agents, and a CE Store.
CENode is intended to offer a number of key benefits in a
coalition edge-of-network setting:
• Users have access to, and can interact with, a CENode
agent directly on their device. Any CE provided to the
agent can be parsed locally and any local knowledge
stored can later be relayed (‘told’) to other agents once
a network connection is (re)established.
• Because the local node is a CE processing environment,
features such as CE ‘autocorrect’ and ‘spellchecking’ can
be provided at no bandwidth cost and in the absence of
a network connection. The local agent can quickly check
the validity of any CE as it is being typed in order to guide
the user towards inputting correct CE and also giving
insight into the concepts and instances stored in the local
CE model.
• Local NL processing of input means that only validated
CE is transmitted between nodes, at a saving of bandwidth and time.
• Instead of relying on a single CE Store server with a
centralised knowledge base, CENode supports a network
of peers with different local knowledge base variants.
This is particularly important in a coalition context where
different partners may hold different knowledge.
The controlled natural language grammar understood
by CENode has been extended from standard ITA CE,
supporting various ‘shorthands’ for easier input and querying
of information to and from the KB. Input made in this way
(as with the NL processing) can be guided by the node’s
own KB, and predictions for intended sentences can be
provided. Whilst not standard CE, CENode’s understanding
of the grammar means that the following types of sentences

IV. AGENTS AND P OLICIES

can safely be sent within CE cards to a CENode agent. For
example, the CE sentence

Each CENode instance includes a local agent (see Figure 1),
which is normally responsible for updating the local KB when
cards are received. Agents in multi-agent setups are also able
to send cards with respect to policies. Policies are instructions,
written in CE that, when applied to a node, may cause the local
agent to try and communicate with another agent.
For example, consider a tell policy, which instructs the
agent to forward any tell cards received on to another target
agent and is useful for propagating information through a
network of node instances:

the teacher ‘Mrs Smith’ teaches the subject
Computing.

there is a tell policy named ‘p1’ that targets
the agent ‘agent2’.

can be re-written more concisely as:

Other policy types include a listen policy (for retrieving cards
from other agents) and a feedback policy (for governance
over responses provided to received cards).
If policies are active on an agent, but there is no network
route to other nodes, then the local node will still function
as normal in the meantime, but will attempt to re-establish
connections with other nodes once a network becomes available. Combining policies in different ways allows for the
deployment of various network topologies of nodes that might
be useful in different coalition settings.

Fig. 1. Manipulating a node’s KB - left: through cards; right: directly.

Mrs Smith teaches the subject Computing.

Another useful ‘shorthand’ is the ability to ask questions
to provide users and agents with the ability to make
who/what/where queries of the node’s KB. As well as
supporting questions such as ‘what is?’ and ‘who is?’,
the interface can be used to query about relationships and
properties. For example, the query
what is teaches?

results in the response:
‘teaches’ describes the relationship between a
teacher and a subject.

III. M ANIPULATING THE K NOWLEDGE BASE
Each CENode comprises a KB and a local CE agent that
maintains the KB, shown in Figure 1. A CENode will try to
process and update its KB when any CE is received. As with
the CE Store, CENode instances also support the blackboard
architecture, which enables users and agents to submit CE
sentences wrapped in CE Cards that are addressed to the local
agent. If a card addressed to the agent is received, then the
agent can find the card and read it. If the card contains valid
CE, then the agent can then use this to modify its KB. If the
card is not addressed to the local agent, then it will remain in
the KB unread. The addressee node may eventually find this
card as a result of policies (see Section IV).
For example (illustrated by Figure 1), assuming a node’s
local agent is named agent1, the following two sentences
received by the node would have equal effect:
there is a tell card named ‘msg1’ that is to
the agent ‘agent1’ and has ‘there is a subject
named Computing’ as content.
there is a subject named Computing.

The CE agents identified in Figure 1 represent any entity
that is able to emit CE and communicate with the node.
These might be human agents inputting information through
a text messaging interface, or machine agents which are
communicating with the node as a result of policies (see
Section IV). CENode provides RESTful and programmatic
APIs for supplying CE. The APIs are exposed to JavaScript
applications (e.g., within web apps or Node.js applications)
and the RESTful endpoints are exposed when CENode is run
as a web service (e.g., again via Node.js).

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have briefly introduced CENode and
described its key benefits in distributed and edge-of-network
scenarios. Initial experiments with CENode have demonstrated
much promise for supporting rich human-machine interactions entirely locally, and have also illustrated the power
of deploying multiple CENode instances in a network for
crowdsourced observation exercises. Given the initial success,
we plan to develop CENode further and use it as a basis
for additional experiments and scenarios that require humanmachine conversational interactions for solving tactical and
crowdsourced intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
tasks.
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